In a little village on the border of the Cat and Dog nations...

Get the women and children out of the village.

Take the land and chase the filthy dogs out.

It looks like the cats want war. Well, we'll give it to them. Secure all our towns and send messenger dogs to the other kingdom for help. We're going to war.

My lord. The townsfolk of Zebra were attacked. The cats attacked us in the night. Whiskers... Whiskers didn't survive.

Two years later in one of the cat kings' bases.

Send Skyral and Hakar to attack the strongest forts of the dogs. Tell them to take no prisoners.

Yes sir.

Stay back or else. This is our strongest fort and you will not take it.

Hahahah. You think you puny creatures can stop us. We will destroy you.
Ever since the winged cats attacked the dogs' strongest have the dog king decided to start raiding cat patrols and weapon transportation's.

Come on Fang, let's just rest. We all saw the cats run away.

Come on troops, we have to get ready. What if the cats come again.

I can't see anything. It's all blurs. Ow.

It must be the cats. We're all going to die.

What was that?

Let's just calm down and look out the hole for them.

I agree.

What was it?

It was a bunch of blurs but I think they were cats.

Then we must attack them.

Husky, run away.

Apprentices, chase that dog.

Meanwhile a battalion of dogs were resting after an ambush on the cats.
Husky sees the bear castle in the distance.

Finally, maybe the bear king can give me some warriors.

The only thing that stood in Husky's way was the bridge.

Who's there.

Fine, but one wrong move and your dead.

Just a traveler looking for the king.

Husky left discouraged and sad, but the cats found this as a great time to attack.

Bear king, I would like you to give me some warriors to help attack the cats.

Of course.

No! I will not let you drag my people into a war. Now leave.
Husky just barely escapes this cats and follows a river hoping it leads to home.

Let's hope I get home soon.

When Husky gets home it is not what he expected.

My home, it's destroyed.

As Husky sets out on his journey he continuously sees burned villages.

The cats have burned every village that's close to the border.

After days of searching Husky finally comes to the place were the cat king was said to be staying.

Well, Here goes nothing..
Husky finds a way to sneak in and he wanders the palace.

Finally Husky finds a hallway where he hears the king talking.

Yes,

Never.

Leave now dog and I will spare your life.

You are just a kid. You cannot stop me.

But we can help.

After that kind Husky stopped the war between the cats and dogs and with the new cat king they gave peace to the Kingdoms.

How did you guys find me?

The bears told us that they saw you so we went looking. The red wolves joined on the way.

Well the king told me who the king should be just before he died. Husky.

Sadly the dog king died in the attack.

Husky, Husky, Husky!